
 

Omkara 720p hd movie was released on 1 may 2016 starring the cast of Ranbir Kapoor, Deepika Padukone and Irrfan Khan.
This movie has got good reviews from critics and viewers has praised it for its brilliant screenplay, direction, music and
performances. It is a Hindi language romantic comedy-drama film directed by Mohit Suri. The name Omkara means partner in
Hindi which is a good choice for a meaningful title as well as a selling point to advertisers. Mohit Suri after his collaboration
with Prakash Jha came back to the commercial cinema with this movie taking two years of planning before filming commenced
in February 2015 at Film City, Mumbai. The film was released in India on 1 May 2016. The story of the film is based in Uttar
Pradesh and Bihar. The story starts when a young man named Omkara, living a middle-class family in a small village in Uttar
Pradesh, falls in love with his classmate from school, Shonali. They both plan to get married when they become adults, but when
he loses all his land when his father dies and the only way to take care of his family is by becoming a Gondala driver who gets
paid 150 rupees per day. Under tough circumstances he takes this job. Sundeep Kumar, who is a judge in the village, offered to
give his land worth 200,000 rupees so he could provide for the family. He needs to take care of his three sisters and nephews.
However Shonali objects to this proposal arguing it is wrong for him to cheat before marriage. But she finally gets convinced by
her father's wish and accepts her destiny as wife of Omkara. When he becomes a Gondala driver his new dream is that they get
a house with garden and get married after earning enough money from driving a car that goes by electricity instead of gas which
will not pollute the environment. A very bad thing happens to his sister when she becomes pregnant by a man who does not have
the money to marry her. He is a senior in the village and he has a bright future. His mother in law wants him to marry her
daughter in law, a young girl whom he also does not love because she brings trouble for him. He goes away from there with
Shonali and eventually they get married. Shonali's sisters are very angry and they burn the family house and he ends with having
no good friends. Because of all these hardships, Shonali and Omkara realize that they were made for each other and their love
grows stronger with each passing day. Omkara 720p hd movie won many awards for its music, direction and performances.
There was a special Jury award given to the cinematographer Abhay Deol which was held on 13 March 2016 in India at the
2014 IIFA Awards. 

So it is all-time box office hit of Mohit Suri.
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